
HELP WRITING A LINKEDIN SUMMARY STATEMENT

Looking for LinkedIn summary examples? These will give you the inspiration you need to write your own.

LinkedIn Optimization results for my profile. Plus, as a reader of this blog and therefore clearly a person with
impeccable taste! Not only did we have fun creating that campaign, but also we found it rewarding to see the
results. And whatever you do, do not lie about having a skill. On your profile, check out the dashboard
underneath your summary. Like all social media platforms, LinkedIn is a tool, one that you can use to advance
your career the subject of this post or waste massive amounts of time. This can be much the same as your
resume. A lot of students freak out about this section and think that they need to have a dozen positions with
impressive titles. When you do connect with someone, however, make sure to personalize the default message
that LinkedIn uses for connection requests. Here are some things you can include in the experience section:
Internships, both paid and unpaid. Next paragraph: Give a brief synopsis of your prior experience, again
focusing on describing the facts rather than promoting specific accomplishments. Take my free productivity
masterclass With a proper productivity system, nothing ever slips through the cracks. Resumes are still an
essential part of the modern job application landscape, like it or not. Target Your Reader Think about this
section as if you were having a conversation with a colleague, a recruiter or a prospective client. Check out my
website or some of my other work here. The first three Summary sentences follow you when you post on
LinkedIn. To ensure your recommendations are credible, ask former employers, coworkers, or even professors
to write them. Answering these questions can uncover a compelling opening statement. If you are a
professional not looking for a job your boss might be ideal. It's hard writing about yourself on LinkedIn. The
Accomplishments section lets you showcase: Publications â€” If you worked on a paper that was published in
an academic journal, had something published in a campus publication, or just published something online,
you can list it here. Projects â€” Work on a cool side project? Do the same with the summary you are currently
using and compare the results. Get Feedback before You Post it Be sure to have at least two to three people
read over your summary and give you feedback before you post it online. Include Keywords Like all of
business these days, hiring is becoming increasingly data-driven. What We Like Apply to jobs using LinkedIn
profile Opportunity for search engine optimization Ability to compare profile to similar professionals What
We Don't Like Limited space in which to grab attention Needing to balance the general with the specific
Choosing among variable terms that describe the same thing Getting Noticed Your LinkedIn profile needs to
show up in search engine results in order to reach recruiters and hiring managers. You should spend the
majority of your initial setup time working on this section. How do you determine if you should list something
as a skill? What this means for you is that recruiters will use particular keywords to filter through LinkedIn
profiles in order to find potential job candidates. You also can examine the profile pages of peers. He makes a
mental note to verify what language is unique to his current employer vs. So your Summary needs to include
mixing in your credentials with your accomplishments. From there, you can choose if you want to update your
headline and notify people in your network about the job change. Industry Just pick whichever industry is
closest to the one you do or want to work in. What would be the important points they should be told about
you, your skills, accomplishments or unique talents? For example, if you have a high GRE score and are
applying to graduate school , go ahead and list it. You should follow the same principle when writing your
LinkedIn summary. What are your guiding principles?


